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Often times during my daily life, in serving women leaders at 13 Temples and in
navigating these unprecedented moments of global shifts, I remember a practice or
moment from Esoteric School that brings me right back into the temple. In the circle of
initiates. Into the ceremonies. Under the stars. By the fire. And an inner alchemy ignites.
I remember all I need to remember to show up present, curious, completely embodied to
the moment. Esoteric School prepared me to become a CEO of 13 Temples and to be
as useful and present as I can be to the Great Awakening we are experiencing in this
world. It’s an invaluable education and experience for those who are committed to being
way-showers in these times.
Darshan, HI ~
Mystery School opened gateways of energy and doors of
perception. Since participating in the Esoteric School, I have
watched those perceptions take form and those energies take
flesh in me so that the earth is fed.
Steven, MA ~
There were many takeaways for me from Esoteric School, which have become integral
to my everyday life. One of the biggest was the visceral experience and understanding
of my connection with Earth. Another was the heightened awareness that reality is so
much more than we think it is, and thus the humbling acceptance that we can’t pretend
to really know anything.
Mike, CA ~
Esoteric School wrought changes in me! Before attending Esoteric School, my thoughts were
caught on a hamster wheel chasing rabbits. That chase has entirely shifted; as I more easily
still the mind, focusing my attention now. I am more grounded, able to be present. These
fruits continue a year later! My dyad partner and I still meet weekly. His friendship is such a
gift! We are re-visiting the practices we did together to prepare for Esoteric school during the
six months before arrival. These practices cultivate awareness, among other riches. To those
considering Esoteric School, try it. Allow yourself to be surprised.
Frances, TX ~
Experiential, transformative, very deep, in the body and the breath, an emptying out to
Spirit and the Collective from deep within. The time spent before the school meets, with
the weekly experiences and exercises and connected intimately to the group, is key
preparation work and at the same time stands on its own. On the precipice? Take the
leap into the unknown. It is well worth it.
John Thomas, WV ~

The most esoteric teachings of all, to the student dedicated to being of benefit,
become the most practical magic of all,
lived in plain view for all to see.

Deborah

No words describe the deeply transformative experience of Esoteric School 2019…with
shifts, changes and new ways of being happening in my life in every moment. My Gratitude
knows no bounds during this challenging time of Collective Transmutation into Unity
Consciousness, for the Love and Teachings imbibed at Esoteric School hold me in a space of
Open Heartedness, Joy, Truth and Service as we journey together toward the All that Is.
Deborah, CA ~

Esoteric School was a revelation, similar to how Part One and Part Two both were for
me. It’s hard to put something so meaningful into words. There were questions and
directions I wanted to explore more after Part Two, and Esoteric School did not
disappoint. Andrew Holecek was one of the many highlights and a tremendous teacher who I
learned so much from. As usual, Deborah weaves and wove and reconnected everything
back into a coherent whole throughout the process. Being back in the beautiful desert, with
the Nine Gates community, learning and exploring with other Graduates and staff was such a
gift. It was like I had never left. Since returning, I have enjoyed an even deeper experience of
connectivity with Life, in my relationships and with Self.
Erik, CT ~

Esoteric School! It was a mystery! What I found was a sacred place to do more self
-discovery, to explore more of my authentic self. A joyous space of possibilities
was created with various teachers, fellow seekers and staff. I was challenged and
supported in a loving way. While truly a group event, I had a very personalized
journey. I penetrated my very core to realize “yes there is I and We.” I wrestled with
the construct of self to find myself in the esoteric space of really living - feeling –
acting from my heart in the moment. What a gift to give myself and those I love!
Lynn, KY ~

